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•  Problem 
–  Future extreme-scale computers may exhibit higher hardware 

error rates due to deep submicron scaling, large numbers of 
components and transistors, and low-voltage operation for 
power efficiency 

–  Existing application codes are large and complex, and cannot be 
easily changed 

–  Solution: Global View Resilience 
–  GVR’s Distributed arrays with versioning enables application 

programmers to add resilience to applications portably 
–  Application programmers can add versioning by adding GVR as 

a library, and changing a small number of lines of code 
–  Application scientists can manage the data redundancy 

(coverage) and overhead by choosing the number of versions 
created for each different data structure in the application 

–  Application scientists can use simple rollback (a la checkpoint-
restart) or more sophisticated algorithm-based fault-tolerance 
(ABFT), or even forward error recovery 

–  Enabled by GVR (available from http://gvr.cs.uchicago.edu/  
•  Recent results 

–  Programming studies with four major application/library 
structures document the code change required for portable 
resilience as a small, incremental change (<<2%) in applications 
of 100K LOC or more 

–  OpenMC, Chombo, ddcMD, and PCG/Trilinos 
–  Performance studies of those applications show that at current 

error rates the versioning overhead is low, (<2%) 
–  Performance measurements taken on systems ranging from 128 

to overh 16K processes on ALCF’s Blue Gene/Q and NERSC 
Cray XC30 system.  

•  Impact 
–  Provide a “gentle slope” approach to resilience for large existing 

codes without major code rewrites 
–  Enable applications to exploit domain and algorithm semantics 

to enable efficient and controllable recovery forward recovery 
–  Global View Resilience (GVR) a promising approach for efficient 

tally decomposition and scales towards full-size, resilient 
simulation 
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forms rollback.

Table 1: Application Code Changes for GVR Resilience

Application Leverage Change Software
Application % Changed Lines of Code Global View Architecture

OpenMC <2% 30K Yes No
PCG/Trilinos <1% 300K Yes No
ddcMD <0.3% 110K Yes No
Chombo <1% 500K Yes No

Table 1 demonstrates that introducing GVR requires very small code changes
to existing applications, typically less than 1%. Even for OpenMC, which most
intensively incorporates the global view model in the code, the code changes
were still below 2%. Not only OpenMC but also other applications leverage
global view for state preservation and recovery. Also, these changes are lo-
calized to a small part of the program, and are machine-independent (array
manipulation on the GVR interface). Moreover, these applications did not re-
quire architectural changes, which greatly reduced the amount of work when
introducing GVR resilience. From these results we conclude that introducing
GVR is not intrusive and thus enables gentle migration to higher resilience for
existing scientific applications.

3.3. OpenMC Study Example

Monte Carlo (MC) methods have shown a number of potential advantages
over conventional deterministic methods in carrying out nuclear reactor core
simulations [35, 36]: the capability of simulating arbitrary geometrical and
physics complexity, no approximation for neutron energy dependence, and in-
herent extreme parallelism for modern HPC architectures. OpenMC [21], a
production Monte Carlo neutron transport code, is capable of simulating 3D
models based on constructive solid geometry with second-order surfaces. The
application is written in FORTRAN, with support for a hybrid MPI/OpenMP
parallelism.

However, there are still two major challenges that prevent MC methods from
being a realistic choice for full-core simulation. One is the enormous compu-
tational e↵ort required to achieve acceptable statistics and source convergence,
and the other is excessive demand of memory due to large cross section and
tally data [35]. Current tally accumulation approaches include either simple
data replication, or are based on application-controlled decomposition such as
domain partitioning or client/server models, which are limited by either memory
cost or performance loss. Accordingly, e↵ective algorithms and implementations
of MC simulation are still required as a matter of urgency to enable scientists to
harness the power of current and future exascale systems to conduct full-scale
reactor simulation.
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(c) ddcMD
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(d) Chombo

Figure 10: Summary of Versioning Performance Impact Adding Resilience Using
GVR

about 130,000 to 140,000 time steps.
• Chombo: We use a 3D gas-dynamics example reflecting a shock-wave along

a ramp [39]. It uses purely explicit hyperbolic solve with space and time
refinement, where AMR hierarchy has 4 levels and the refinement ratio
is 2. Refinement in time implies that for every time step dt taken by a
coarse level, the next fine level takes n timesteps of size dt/n where n is
the refinement ratio. The coarsest level has 128x32x16, 128x32x32, and
128x32x128 cells for 128, 256, and 1024-process run, respectively.

3.4.1. Hardware Platforms
GVR is a portable system, as are many of the applications. So we did

experiments on the Mira Blue Gene/Q system at Argonne [40], the Edison Cray
XC30 system at NERSC [41], and the UChicago Midway linux cluster [42]. We
report ddcMD, PCG, and OpenMC measurements for the Midway cluster (284
nodes, dual 8-core Intel 2.6GHz Xeon E5-2670, 32 GB). For Chombo, we report
Edison measurements (5576 nodes, dual 12-core Intel IvyBridge 2.4GHz, 64GB)
connected by Cray Aries with Dragonfly topology.

3.4.2. Results and Discussion
Figure 10 shows the runtime of the applications in each configuration. The

versioning overhead is less than 2% in all cases except the ddcMD run with
512 processes and versioning every 5 minutes. Specifically, for versioning every
30 minutes, which is a reasonable frequency under today’s failure rates, the
overhead is less than 1% for all applications. We also observe some negative
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*Experimental data from computation runs at ALCF and NERSC.
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•  Problem 
–  Latent errors in Monte Carlo neutron transport 

simulations 
–  Memory limits in full-scale simulations 

•  Solution 
–  New forward correction scheme (remove/compensate 

for erroneous contributions) for MC methods minimize 
recovery overhead 

–  Data decomposition by applying global addressable 
distributed array to tally data 

–  Enabled by Global View Resilience (GVR) - available 
from http://gvr.cs.uchicago.edu/  

•  Recent results 
–  Multi-version recovers latent errors efficiently exploiting 

application semantics 
–  Technique applicable to many applications, portable 

across IBM and Cray systems 
–  Achieved 85% efficiency on 16K processes (1366 

nodes on NERSC Cray XC30 system, w/ 12-core Intel 
“Ivy Bridge” 2.4GHz processor, 64GB DDR3 1600MHz 
MEM per node, 23.7TB/s Cray Aries with Dragonfly 
topology interconnect) best scaling of tally 
accumulation with 2.4TB tally data 

–  Less than 2% of 30K LOC were added or modified, 
also providing good programmability to describe 
particle-based parallelism 

•  Impact 
–  Enables scientific applications to exploit domain and 

algorithm semantics to enable efficient and controllable 
recovery forward recovery 

–  Global View Resilience (GVR) a promising approach 
for efficient tally decomposition and scales towards full-
size, resilient simulation 

GVR enabled Resilient OpenMC 
GVR Team, University of Chicago 

CESAR Co-design Center, Argonne National Laboratory 
http://gvr.cs.uchicago.edu 

!
OpenMC Monte Carlo Neutron Transport Code !
Monte Carlo (MC) methods have shown a number of 
potential advantages over conventional deterministic 
methods in carrying out nuclear reactor core 
simulations [1]: the capability of simulating arbitrary 
geome t r i c a l and phys i c s complex i t y, no 
approximation for neutron energy dependence, and 
inherent extreme parallelism for modern HPC 
architectures. However, there are still several major 
challenges that prevent MC methods from being a 
realistic choice for full-core simulation: 1) the 
enormous computational effort required to achieve acceptable statistics and source 
convergence, 2) excessive demand of memory due to large cross section (>300GB) and tally data (>1TB), 
3) frequent and latent errors on exascale machines. In particular, GVR can help 2) and 3) by using 
versioned distributed arrays to decompose and store tally data. Current tally accumulation approaches 
include either simple data replication, or are based on application-controlled decomposition such as 
domain partitioning or client/server models, limited by either memory cost or performance loss [2]. 
OpenMC is an open source production code for MC neutron transport simulations, which is originally 
developed at MIT and selected by CESAR co-design center as proxy application for neutronics. !
Data Decomposition and Forward Error Correction !
By using global addressable distributed arrays, tallies are naturally partitioned into small globally 
addressable blocks that fit in the limited on-node memory of compute nodes. It also greatly simplifies 
programmability compared to application- controlled approaches. 
    Multi-version is especially efficient for protecting accumulate-only tally data in MC methods from 
latent errors by leveraging the MC application semantics. Unlike checkpointing/restart or containment 
domain in which errors are recovered by rollback (i.e., correct computation is wasted), multi-versioning 
preserves previous correct computation, removing only the bad contribution and compensating by a 
partial re-computation. This approach minimizes the recovery overhead. 
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Hoogenboom-Martin Benchmark: 2.4TB tally 
data with a detailed PWR on 16K processes 
(1366 nodes) on NERSC Edison Cray XC30 
machine, 5000 particles/process
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